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ABSTRACT: Laryngeal disorders are very uncomfortable and unbearable due to the continuous use of the human
voice. However,the better identification of laryngeal disorders always is necessary. Recently, a lot of researchers such
as doctors and biomedical engineers directed to the non-invasive and easier methods to detect disorders. The advantage
of this method compared with invasive methods, are its tolerable for the patient and its more speed in achieve to the
final result. Including new and non-invasive methods to diagnose of laryngeal disorders are audio signal processing
method, which due to the effect that anomaly puts on the human voice; its type will be detected. Most of the researches
that has been done so far are separated patients and healthy persons from each other and a few of studies have done
classification of several disorders from between various disorders. In the proposed work, Feature extraction is done in
three ways, the first depending on MFCC features and the second depending on Jitter and Shimmer features and the
third by combining MFCC and Jitter and Shimmer. Meanwhile, achieved features are used along with PSO algorithm
to analyse and classify anomalies based on several classes. Also, we used four groups of anomalies and a class of
normal voice as benchmark data sets and evaluated and compared the proposed method with different feature extraction
strategy. Our simulations results confirm the superior performance of the proposed method, especially when the
features are extracted based on combination of MFCC and Jitter Shimmer. The result from the combination is 80% and
using MFCC alone is 66% and using Shimmer and Jitter is 43%.
KEYWORDS: MFCC;PSO;nodules; polyps; paralysis; edema.
I.INTRODUCTION
Speech signal is significantly depend on the Larynx. When the larynx is impaired, speech quality gets decreasing.
Hence, acoustic analysis can provide meaningful information to characterize the tremulous voices.Laryngeal disorders
involved the person in two forms of congenital and acquisitive and can be divided into three main groups: Organic,
functional, or a combination of both. Organ disorders are including two categories: structural and neurological.
Structural disorders are related to physical problems that arise in the mechanism of the vocal cords. Neurological
disorders arise due to problems in the nervous system. Examples of organic-structural disorders are including cysts,
nodules, polyps, ulcers and organic- neurological disorders are include paralysis, tremors, Parkinson. Functional
disorders mean that the physical structure is natural, but voice mechanism is acts non-efficient and inappropriate. Vocal
cord thickening disorders, ventricular compression, leaning are on the group of functional disorders. In the
identification of laryngeal disorders, this can be seen as a symptom of laryngeal disorders is eclipse sound [1,2,3]. But
in the more advanced stages may lead to the loss of patient’s larynx. Disorders that we examine in this study are
nodules, polyps, paralysis, and edema. Nodules; The main cause them is long-term or bad use of voice that is found
mostly in women and children and it is the common problem of amateur singers and teachers and the form of creating it
in the larynx is appearance of large and symmetrical and homochromatic mass in the larynx[4]. Polyps; the main cause
of it, is the accumulation of fluid in the tissues of the having mucosa, smoking and hyperthyroidism that can be found
in young man and the form of creating it in the larynx is appearance of large and symmetrical and red and inflamed
mass in the larynx[5].Paralysis; the most important cause of it, is stretching of recurrent nerve of the baby during the
accouchement or dysfunction in controller nerves of the laryngeal and the form of creating it in the larynx is sudden
closure of the respiration way and inability of the vibration of two sides of vocal cords or one side of vocal cords.
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Edema; the most important cause of it, is irritation caused by various diseases or change the nature of the cells of tissue
of the vocal cords and the form of creating it in the larynx is topical swell of surface texture of vocal cords and their
becoming heavy[6].In this study, the target is detection of several types of the larynx disorders on voice signal. To
extract relevant features, we use the combination of MFCC methods and Jitter and shimmer method to frequency
information and time information are considered in extracted model from signals. Also it is noteworthy, to search for a
match of test samples with test and in order to final implementation and detect of cases, we will use of search method
of PSO that brings the best diagnostic matched by test based on optimizing of target function of the issue of detection
of disorders.In this study, in diagnose of the larynx disorders, MFCC feature for two reasons has been consideration:
No need to decode a voice signalrobustness against some audio signal distortionAlso jitter and shimmer features in
order to assess the quality of the voice based on CD1 changes between cycles and voice amplitude changes between
cycles are defined and considered.Then first, MFCC and jitter and shimmer features are expressed and then based on
them, identification of laryngeal dysfunction done by algorithm of PSO.
II.DATABASE
Data sets from KAY Elemetrics, model 4337, version 1.03 are used in this study as benchmark to assess the
performance of proposed algorithm. These databases have been developed in the laboratory of voice and speech of
Massachusetts clinic, and contain 57 healthy signals and the 653 patient signals. In each signal, the subject produces the
sound /a/ for a few seconds. A wide variety of organic, neurological, traumatic and psychological diseases is present in
this database. Each patient signal has one label or more that specifies its type. If a disease has more than one label, the
labels are prioritized based on their probability. Part of the patient signals has no label and their pathological status has
only been mentioned. Diseases in the database include: full and partial paralysis, nodules, polyps, vibration, extreme
performance, edema, vomiting, thickening, ulceration, leaning of vocal cords and several other diseases. In the present
study, 5 categories of data are selected from the database related to 4 types of abnormalities of the larynx and a normal
data set [7].
III.FEATURE EXTRACTION
The proposed Feature extraction process contains two steps for diagnosis of laryngeal abnormalities:



Training features associated with various diseases from the database.
Processing and detection of voice typical disease based on trained data in the previous stage.

In this scheme, each node with message searches for possible path nodes to copy its message. Hence, possible path
nodes of a node are considered. Using NSS, each node having message selects its path nodes to provide a sufficient
level of end-to-end latency while examining its transmission effort. Here, it derives the CSS measure to permit CRNetworks nodes to decide which licensed channels should be used. The aim of CSS is to maximize spectrum utilization
with minimum interference to primary system. Assume that there are M licensed channels with different bandwidth
values and ydenotes the bandwidth of channel c. Each CR-Networks node is also assumed to periodically sense a set of
M licensed channels. Midenotes the set including Ids of licensed channels that are periodically sensed by node i.
suppose that channel c is periodically sensed by node i in each slot and channel c is idle during the time interval xcalled
channel idle duration. Here, it use the product of channel bandwidth yand the channel idle duration x, tc= xy, as a
metric to examine the channel idleness. Furthermore, failures in the sensing of primary users are assumed to cause the
collisions among the transmissions of primary users and CR-Networks nodes.
A.MFCC2method[8,9]
In existing researches in the field of audio signal, the researchers found that in an audio signal, the more effective
information of signals, mainly there are at low frequencies and as a result, to achieve more useful information of the
signal should be more emphasis on this part of the signal. This idea is created a method calling MFCC that is one of the
most widely used methods in the field of recognition of voice speaker. In this analysis, first the size of Fourier
transform of the desired data window from voice signal is calculated. Then, size of the Fourier transform is multiplied
1

Cycle duration
MEL- Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients

2
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on the bank filter calling Mel and a number of the coefficient (which depends on the number of our filters) is extracted.
Then, the logarithm of coefficients obtained and by using of one of the methods for dimension reduction, a few
numbers of coefficients can be extracted.
The bank filter of Mel increases effect of low-frequency of voice signal in extraction feature of voice and weakens the
higher frequencies further and reduces their impact on the extraction features. It should be noted that because of using
of the Mel relation is that this relation is human ear hearing relation. Block diagram of MFCC method shown in the
following figure.

Figure 1: MFCC algorithm structure

So, the frequency spectrum of the sound signal is multiplied by Mel filter bank. If the audio signal is sampled as x (n),
it Discrete Fourier transform will be as follows:

X(k) = ∑

π

x(n)e

, k = 0,1, … , N − 1

(1)

Where, N is the number of samples in any signal window. Mel filter bank is as follow: As it can be seen, it has more
focused on the low frequencies. Mel bank filter in such a way that the number of available filters in the low frequencies
much more than the number of available filters in the high frequency.

Figure 2: bank filters of MFCC method
This bank filter for every available filter in it, extract one coefficient, as the desired filter in the signal is multiplied and
energy of obtained signal is calculated and can be written as a coefficient. Thus, the number of available filters in the
bank filter, coefficients can be extracted.Given that the number of filters of the bank filters in low frequency, is much
higher than high frequency, so the number of extracted coefficients from low-frequency is increase and this issue
makes more emphasis on the low frequency. Each of the Mel bank filters can be structured as follows:
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(2)

Where, i is the number of filter and:

(3)

(4)

(5)
With this filter bank, MFCC coefficients are calculated as follows:

(6)
Where, M is the number of filters in filters bank and J is the number of extracted coefficients. Xi also is calculated as a
follow logarithmic:

(7)
Each of the Mel filters used in the filter bank is as follows:
As it can be seen that most gain of filter is the intermediate frequency[10,11].
B. Jitter and Shimmer feature
These features are defined for evaluating the quality of the audio signal and they are measured the changes of
fundamental frequency and amplitude variations of the cycle to cycle of audio signals:

Jitter =

∑

Shimmer =

|
∑

|
|

∑

(8)

|
|

∑

|
|

|

(9)

The above equations are calculated the changes percentage. In the above equations T is time, A is amplitude and N is
the number of cycles. The above parameters are specified in the example of below figure, in this example, N=4 is
considered.
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IV.

PROCESS OF FEATURES CLASSIFICATION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm for pattern matching and identification[12,13]
Natural beings behave sometimes as a mass. One of the main streams in artificial life research is reviews how to handle
of natural creatures as a mass and reimplementation of mass models on the computer. A new method of optimizing by
using of replication of group behavior of natural creatures was invented in the early 1990s. Eberhart and Kennedy
developed the particle swarm optimization (PSO) based on simulation of birds and fish categories mass. Every person
has exchanges the previous experience in PSO. Here, we focus on the method of PSO as a collective intelligence
techniques. PSO is created for solving nonlinear optimization problems with continuous variables. Moreover, unlike
other evolutionary techniques such as genetic algorithms, PSO can be implemented with only a small program. This
ability of PSO is one of its advantages compared with other optimization techniques. PSO is a method based on
stochastic techniques that can be used to find the global minimum (non-deterministic) of non-linear planning issues.
Kennedy and Eberhart developed the PSO through simulation of bird categories. Position of each operation by s and
also its velocity by v is displayed. The correction of factor position can be done by using position and velocity
information. The bird categories is optimized a specific objective function. Any factor knows the best value so far
(pbest) and its position s. This information is the analogy of the personal experiences of each factor. Moreover, each of
factors knows the best of value obtained in the group (gbest). This information is the analogous of personal experience
of each factor that how to other factors acts around them. Each factor tries to changes its position by using of following
information:The current position of s, the current velocity of v, pbest, gbest.This modification can be expressed by the
concept of velocity. The velocity of any factor can be obtained from following equation:

v

= wv + c rand × pbest − s

+ c rand × gbest − s

(10)

Where, v is the factor velocity of i in repeat k, w is weight function, and c is a weight coefficient. Rand is a random
number between 0 and 1, s is the current position of factor i in repeat k, pbesti is the pbest of i dot and gbest is the
gbest of group. Means the right side of the above equation can be expressed as follows. The right side of this equation
has three sentences. The first sentence is the previous velocity of factor. The second and third sentences are to change
the factor velocity. Without second and third sentences, flying factor will continue the previous direction to hit the
boundary. The factor tries to search the new areas and therefore, the first sentence is associated with variation in the
search process. In other words, without the first sentence, flying velocity of factor only by using of the current position
and its best position in the past is determined. The factors will try to converge to pbests or gbest.The current position of
searching point in answer space can be modified by following equation :

s

=s +v

(11)

Each factor is modifying its current position by using of combining vectors shown in the above figure. In fact, PSO is
used of several searching point, and searching points gradually by using of pbests and gbest are close to the optimum
point.
A. Steps PSO[14]
Step 1. Create the initial condition for each factor. The primary researcher points of (s ) and velocity of (v ) each
factor usually randomly is generated in the allowed range.
Step 2.Evaluation of the searching point of any factor. The amount of target function can be calculated for any factor.
Step 3. Correct any search point
Step 4. Check the situation of output. If the current repeat number is reach to the maximum of default repeat number,
then stop, else go to the step 2.
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V.

THE PROPOSED OVERALL ALGORITHM TO DETECT DISORDERS OF THE LARYNX

According to the described features, we offer the proposed algorithm that is composed from two following parts to
identification of laryngeal disorders:
Learning the corresponsive features with various diseases from the database.
Processing and identification of type of disease of voice sample based on learning data from previous step.
In the first step, the available data in database of available diseases is processed and is obtained two categories of
features for them that are MFCC and jitter and shimmer and to prevent of repeated calculations are saved into the
secondary database. These cases are done by using of pre-processed of initial data of available diseases from the
perspective of the amount of noise and quality of the signals. In other words, in the first step, the available data of
various diseases in database are processed independently, and the data with acceptable amount of noise are selected and
in the one step, noise is eliminated (For example, by using the software of noise reduction of voice signal such as noise
killer, the quality of signal somewhat improved). This issue is done to better detection of features related to diseases
from learning data. Then in the second step, all of processing are done based on the saved data in the secondary
database that they have the ability of develop the knowledge related to laryngeal disorders, well. In this step, data or
test data by using of two types of expressed features are extracted features and by PSO algorithm with available
samples in the secondary database are matched. This matching in search will be possible in particular of optimize the
target function in the following form:

objective = Arg maxα∗ F

+F

(12)

The above objective is consisting of two part of compliance of frequency features (format) compliance of voice quality.
Each part refers to the set of extracted features by MFCC or jitter and shimmer. Laryngeal anomaly detection problem
in research is maximizing this problem by choosing the best vector of candidate feature (α∗ ) from the data set of
secondary database. The overall structure of the proposed algorithm is shown in the following block diagram.

Figure 7. The overall structure of the proposed algorithm
Optimization of expression objective function and pattern matching as noted above, is done by particle swarm
algorithm in duration of described the mechanism in the previous section.
VI.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE REVIEW MECHANISM:

First, the data contained in the database are classified into two categories of training data and test data. In this study,
from the all data of each class we considered approximately 60% as training data and the remaining data are used to test
the proposed algorithm. In the first phase as noted previously, based on training data we extracted two categories of
frequency feature (MFCC) and voice signal quality (Jitter and shimmer) and we saved into the secondary database.
Then for the test data, we extracted two types of features and we matched them with available features in the secondary
database by PSO algorithm. This algorithm is maximizing target function expressed in previous chapter in the search of
matching the couples data of input signal and available data in secondary database. Due to the repetitive of particle
swarm algorithm, convergence of it is very important. The convergence of this algorithm is demonstrated by testing the
situation of the best solution found during the specified number of repetitions. For example, the convergence of the
consider algorithm for a matching problem is obtained as follow, that its downside is prove of its convergence to the
best possible answer.
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In the feature extraction process, 20 MFCC parameters are considered and with the jitter and shimmer features created
the final vector that has a good effect in the identification process. In addition, in the MFCC feature extraction process,
selected window to apply the filter bank is Hamming type. Each of the frames found during processing taken in 256
samples and Interference between the frames is applied as 50 percent (about 100).Matching results are compared by
actual tag of test data and finally algorithm identification rate is achieved for different data (classes of diseases) and all
of database. Considered equation to compute of detection rate is as follow:

Recognition rate(Rr) =

∩

(13)

In the above equation, I ∩ is the compliance of obtained results from proposed method with the available test data
tags in the database. Closing this equation to 1, means that detection rate is high. Complete and separation results
obtained from proposed algorithm on the database of kay is as follow. The number of samples correct and false
detection also about data is included in this table. These data are shown in the figure () based on the single feature of
MFCC or combination of two features categories of MFCC and jitter and shimmer.
normal

polyp

edema

nodule
paralysis
95
85
75 69 75 76
62 53 62 58

Figure9.Comparative data based on the single feature of MFCC or combination of two features categories of MFCC and jitter and
shimmer for each groups

total
66

80

Figure10.Overall data based on the single feature of MFCC or combination of two features categories of MFCC and jitter and
shimmer for each groups

VII.

CONCLUSION

Due to the importance of diagnosis of laryngeal abnormalities, achieving a specific mechanism with good accuracy is
very important. The best available diagnostic methods those are non-processing too, have not necessary accuracy and
have aggressive nature that considered being harmful. So, providing the new processing techniques that included high
accuracy, are desired. In this study, a processing method with combination extraction features by the MFCC and jitter
and shimmer is provided that it has a good quality at detection of 5 types of diseases in database of kay. In the proposed
method for features compliance with available samples in database, an intelligent search method particle swarm is used.
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The obtained results show that proposed method of combining of two feature categories in increase of identification
rate and classification is successful while using only MFCC features has resulted a lower detection rate. Also, using of
PSO method to matching patterns due to the complicated and non-linear of n-dimensional space obtained from features
combining is cause of more accurately in identify of test data.
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